
 

 

 

 

 

 
DIY Nail Kits 

Information Sheet 

Little Glampers takes the safety of our Little Glampers very seriously. We take great care and time to ensure 
we source and use only the best quality products we can find.  

Our themed DIY Nail Kits contain Barry M nail polishes. We have chosen this brand as their nail polishes are 

cruelty-free, vegan friendly and cosmetically certified. These have been purchased directly from Barry M to 

guarantee authenticity. 

Barry M Nail Polishes 

We use a variety of the following Barry M Nail Polishes in our DIY Nail Kits (colours and type are theme 

dependent). 

 

All in one nail paint  

Formulated to meet the needs of busy fingers, this nail paint leaves a high shine glossy finish. Perfect for using 

with our whole range of nail paints to protect and look after your nails. 

 

Classic 

Covering the whole colour spectrum, these award-winning Nail Paints are in a quick-drying, long-lasting base 

suitable for both natural and acrylic nails. 

 

Geli Hi Shine 

Hi shine Gel effect Nail Paint provides an extra glossy finish. 

Glitterati  

Shine like the stars with this blinging glitter Nail Paint collection! With their long lasting formula, Glitterati will 

keep you sparkling from dusk ‘til dawn. In 6 glistening shades, Glitterati delivers you all the glitz and glam you’ll 

need to shine. 

 

Under the sea 

Under the Sea Nail Paint will have you glistening from every angle. With its colour-shifting, two-toned formula, 

each shade has a unique combination of colour and shimmer to keep your nail game strong this 

spring/summer! 

 

Nail Art Glitter Mixes 

Get that professional finish to your nails by using our premium quality non-toxic nail glitters. Your nail kit will 

include at least one themed glitter mix*. 

Your DIY Nail Kit will also contain nail file/s*, orange stick/s* and a nail art glitter brush (*quantities are 

dependent on party numbers). These products are all sourced from reputable traders and details can further 

details can be provided upon request. 


